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INSTRUCTIONS for Truck Cap RACK
WARNING: Do NOT attempt to install or use this rack without following all instructions.

SPECIFICATIONS and SAFE LOADING REQUIREMENTS
The Model 2010-2 Truck Cap Rack is intended for use only upon pick-up truck camper
shell caps that have nearly flat tops and are at least 52” long as measured along the roof
from front to rear. This rack is designed to carry ladders, boats, canoes, kayaks,
lumber, or other items not exceeding 250 lbs in weight. This rack is designed to carry
loads, which are spread across the width of the rack. It is not designed to carry
loads where a weight of over 75 lbs. is concentrated on any space less than 12
inches wide on either crossbar or where more than 125 lbs is carried on either
crossbar. U.S. Rack does NOT warranty any automotive product and does not
warranty canopies or trucks against damage caused by the weight of excessive loads
being applied to them when the rack is installed on a vehicle. U.S. Rack is not
responsible for injury or property damage resulting from the rack being
improperly installed or maintained.
BE SAFE: The Truck Cap Rack is designed to carry cargo in a manner where the load
is spread evenly between all four crossbars. All loads must be tied securely to the rack
to prevent loads from vibrating or sliding forward, backward, laterally or being blown
off or broken by the wind. Carrying any load can be hazardous. U.S. Rack is not
responsible for injury or property damage resulting from loads falling or being
blown off a vehicle as a result of being improperly loaded or secured. Make sure
all parts of all loads are securely tied down against unexpected winds, vibrations,
or shock caused by road hazards such as potholes. Check daily and each time you
install and/or load the rack to ensure that all nuts and bolts are tight. Ensure that
loads are not top-heavy. High loads must be transported with GREAT CAUTION to
prevent loads from tipping during stops, turns, or high winds. Also ensure that your
canopy is attached to the vehicle securely, as loads carried on the rack may increase
air lift and blow the canopy off.
WARRANTY

U.S. Rack™ products are warranted for a period of one year against all structural defects in materials
and workmanship provided that they are assembled, installed, and used in accordance with all
manufacturer’s specifications and instructions. U.S. Rack cannot warrant the powder-coating on
its products. Normal use of any powder-coated rack and exposure to weather can result in scratching
of the surface, exposing metal below; therefore, maintenance on your rack will be required. To
prevent rust, spot paint any scratches or breaks in the surface with a high quality metal paint.
Merchandize must be returned in the original box and packaging. See return policies and procedures
at http://www.usrack.com/merchandise_return_policy.php

8. Secure Rack. After installing the rack, position the camper shell clamps so that they are between
the feet of each section of the rack and tighten securely so that the rack cannot move. Note that there
is a hole in the top and the front of each foot of the rack. After assembling the rack, take the loose
ends of the cables and pass them through the OEM tie-down at the front of the bed or some other
secure anchor and attach securely using a cable tie as shown in Fig. 21. Ensure that the slack is taken
out of the cable and that it is tight enough, so that even if the cap were to become loose, the rack
could not possibly vibrate free and slide off the back end of the truck.
Remember that the attachment of the rack to the bed is only as strong as the attachment of the cap to
the truck bedrail. Each time before you use the rack, ensure that all fasteners are tight and that each
section of the rack is properly seated between the top of the bedrail and the bottom of the cap.
Frequently check during use to ensure that all rack fasteners as well clamps or screws holding down
the cap remain tight. When properly installed your rack should appear as in Fig. 22 and provide you
excellent service in hauling up to 250 lbs. of cargo
9. Permanent Mounting. For permanently mounting the rack it is possible to attach the feet by
drilling through the top or the lip of the bedrail and securing with screws and nuts. An optional
hardware kit is available for this purpose. Install screws firmly with the head on the outside and a
washer and nylon locknut on the under or back side.
.
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